
Attention!!
NEED VOLUNTEERS 

12 September, 2011, Eye camp, Kapashera
17 September, 2011, Eye camp for PE Employees 
Venue: 21C

CSR

For details contact Mahmood Akhtar at makhtar@pahwa.com or  0124-4091147

Thank you ...
Savita, Raju Soni, Davinder Kumar, Surinder Kumar, Dayanand
Kumar and  A. K Chaudhary, for your support at the Eye Camp!

, Krishan 

UPDATE

02

Bry-Air, today, inaugurated Bry-Air Pathshala, a learning center for stepping-stone to a better life. The Center has a computer lab, a library 
underprivileged children. This center is run in partnership with ; learning aids such as books, stationary, etc., are provided to the 
Literacy India, a leading NGO in the field of education. Located in children as well. Remedial classes for school-going children who are 
Dharam Colony, Gurgaon, the center is fully funded by Bry-Air and weak in studies and vocational classes for women such as tailoring & 
provides non-formal education to children of the area. The children stitching are also held at the Pathshala.
mainly belong to the migrant community and are generally rag 

Speaking during the inauguration, Mr. Deepak Pahwa, Chairman 
pickers or are  working  for daily wages in dhabas, etc., or are just 

Pahwa Enterprises and Managing Director Bry-Air Asia said “this is 
loitering around. Bry-Air Pathshala will provide a stimulating, 

a small contribution towards providing opportunities to children 
healthy and secure learning environment, free of cost, which will 

who do not have access to any educational facility. Children are our 
facilitate holistic child development.

tomorrow and this is a small step for creating a brighter future for 
By creating a primary school environment and introducing non them.”
school-going children to learning, the center hopes to act as a 

ikB’kkyk
PAT H S H A L A Inaugurated

5th Free Eye Camp at Bajghera on 
4th June, 2011

No. of people treated : 249
Eye Medicines (Drops) : 118
Free Spectacles : 185
Cataract operations : 10

             sponsors Check Dam and Library 
at village Nuh, Distt. Mewat, Haryana through PHDRDF

Dr. Mathra Das Pahwa Vision Outreach Program


